
Versatile directories and organizers. 265

- 12K organizer with
easy -to -read backlit display
EC -294. 3 -line display shows name and two phone
numbers for each entry-stores up to 200 entries.
Scheduler alarm keeps you on time for appointments.
Separate numeric keypad for 10 -digit calculator. Met-
ric conversions for temperature, weight, length and
volume. Electronic memos, "to-do" list, and home/
world clocks. 8 -digit security lock.
65-767 24.99

Fold -up
organizer
with three
separate
directories
EC -238. Use one

directo:y for uttiness, another for family, and the third
for friends. 10K organizer stores up to 160 names,
addresses, phone numbers and more. Scheduler alarm
reminds you of appointments. Separate numeric key-
pad makes the 12 -digit calculator as easy to use as
the organizer functions. Calendar displays weekly
schedule with marks indicating upcoming appoint-
ments. Memo/to-do lists. Home -time and world -time
clocks. With metric, currency and temperature conver-
sion. 360° foldable cover. M1 65-764 19.99

Organize Your Phone Book
& Schedule the Easy Way...
Electronically
Card -size electronic directory
EC -287. Alphabetically stores up to 50 names/phone numbers-finds any name instantly with easy -
to -use Search function. Handy scheduler with alarm keeps you on time for appointments. 10 -digit cal-
culator with separate numeric keys. 99 -year calendar displays date and day of the week. Currency
converter. Includes folding wallet. 65-739 11.99

- 24K organizer with
e-mail and Website addresses
EC -296. Everything from the QWERTY keyboard that's laid
out like a PC's (it even has a numeric keypad), to the web
traveler's world -time clock, this organizer is designed to
please Net surfers. Stores up to 380 names/numbers.
Scheduler with alarm stores up to 200 appointments/
reminders. Clock with alarm, calendar, electronic memos,
10 -digit calculator with metric and currency conversions.
8 -digit security lock protects your sensitive information.
65-773 29.99

cm Organizer & Account Manager
EC -295. Alphabetically stores up to 75 names, phone
numbers and e-mail addresses. Locates any name in
seconds. Account Manager stores checking and credit-card
account balances, even when the organizer is off. Scheduler
with alarm can store as many as 40 appointments to help
you keep on time. 10 -digit calculator with built-in metric
and currency converters. Calendar, home -time and world -
time clocks. 4 -digit security lock. 65-719 12.99

64K organizer with icon
menu display and Pager ID
EC -399. As easy to use as your PC. 4 -line screen dis-
plays icons of the functions-just select the one you
want and press enter. Pager ID function gives you the
name of the person who's paging you-just enter
the number on the display of your pager; if it's stored
in memory, the name of the caller appears. Copy
function saves re -keyboarding when copying a name
to the Pager ID or the Schedule List. Monthly calen-
dar with schedule -item mark indicators. Send data to
another EC -399 with optional cable. Was 849.99 in
'99 catalog.10 65-730 .. New Low Price! 39.99

=Vertical -style organizer
EC -248. Stores up to 160 entries in 10K of memory,
each entry with a name, phone/fax numbers and an
e-mail address. Finds any name instantly. Scheduler
with alarm. Account Manager stores checking, credit
card account balances, even when the organizer is
off. 10 -digit calculator with separate keypad. Metric/
currency conversion functions. Calendar, home- and
world -time clocks. 65-768 19.99

Many more electronic organizers are available for fast shipment direct to your door horn RadioShack Unlimited'', Shipping and pricing irrformation on page 395.


